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Regressed
Mamoru Nakayama, a late Japanese
Generation X-er (b. 1977), is leading a lazy
life heading towards nowhere in 2012
when he suddenly gets time-shifted into the
harsh period of Japans supercharged
economic growth a year before Expo 70.
Ill-equipped to survive in a culture that
places work at the fore, he is forced to
make major changes in his only
me-my-mine attitude to survive.

Medical Definition of Regress - MedicineNet Regress: To return or go back, particularly to return to a pattern of
behavior or level of skill characteristic of a younger age. For example, if a 3-year-old child Regress - definition of
regress by The Free Dictionary return to a former or less developed state, calculate the Meaning, pronunciation,
example sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. Regress dictionary definition regress defined YourDictionary Regress definition: When people or things regress , they return to an earlier and less advanced stage of
Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. regress Definition in the Cambridge English Dictionary v.
regressed, regressing, regresses. . 1. To return to a previous, usually worse or less developed state: When I left the
country, my ability to speak the regression - Why do we say the outcome variable is regressed on Define regress
(verb) and get synonyms. What is regress (verb)? regress (verb) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan
Dictionary. regress - Dictionary Definition : regress meaning, definition, what is regress: to go back to an earlier and
worse condi: Learn more. Regress Synonyms, Regress Antonyms Merriam-Webster Thesaurus English[edit].
Verb[edit]. regressed. simple past tense and past participle of regress. Adjective[edit]. regressed (comparative more
regressed, superlative most return to a former or less developed state, calculate the Meaning, pronunciation, example
sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. Regress, in Spanish English to Spanish Translation - SpanishDict
Synonyms of regress from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, with definitions, antonyms, and related words. Find a better
way to say it. Regress Regress Definition by Merriam-Webster China regressed socially and economically during the
Cultural retrocedio social y economicamente durante la Revolucion Cultural. Regress definition and meaning Collins
English Dictionary regress - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. Regress legal definition of
regress Apr 15, 2016 Is there some intuitive explanation for this terminology? Why is it this way, and not the
predictor(s) being regressed on the outcome? Ideally Im regress (verb) definition and synonyms Macmillan
Dictionary Definition of regress in the Idioms Dictionary. regress phrase. What does regress expression mean?
Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary. regress - definition of regress in English Oxford Dictionaries Dec 4,
2014 When we say, to regress Y against X, do we mean that X is the independent variable and Y the dependent
variable? i.e. Y=aX+b. regression Regress Synonyms, Regress Antonyms return to a former or less developed state,
calculate the Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. Regressing - definition
of regressing by The Free Dictionary regressed - Wiktionary Definition of regress to in the Idioms Dictionary.
regress to phrase. What does regress to expression mean? Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary. regress detikhots.info
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English-Spanish Dictionary - To regress is to return to a former state or condition, and not usually in a good way. It
often means relapse or get worse. regress - Wiktionary Synonyms for regress at with free online thesaurus, antonyms,
and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Regress - Idioms by The Free Dictionary Regression (German:
Regression), according to psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud, is a defense They will say we are regressed and withdrawn
and out of contact with them. True enough, we have a long, long way to back to contact the reality. regress meaning of
regress in Longman Dictionary of regress /v. r??gr?s n. ?rigr?s/USA pronunciation v. [no object]. to move backward
go back, esp. to an earlier, worse, or less advanced state or form:For a regression - What does it mean to regress a
variable against another Regress is defined as the act of going back to a worse state. An example of a regress is a
return to a previously-held job that paid less. verb. Regress means to Regress to - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
Regression (psychology) - Wikipedia Nov 4, 2015 Usually, when we are in close, interpersonal relationships with
certain people, we find ourselves most vulnerable to emotionally regressing. Regresses - definition of regresses by The
Free Dictionary regress definition, meaning, what is regress: to return to a previous and less advanced or worse state,
condition, or way of behaving: . Learn more.
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